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Abstract. For a simple, connected, undirected graph 
neighbor-hood coloring of the graph 
for each w V∈
 
and ∀ ∈
( ),f w ( )w V G∀ ∈
 
is called the span of the open neighborhood
The minimum span of f
the open neighborhood chromatic number of 
paper, we determine the open neighborhood chromatic number of prism
which is a generalized Petersen graph 
Keywords: coloring; labeling
1 Introduction 
All the graphs considered here are undirected, connected and simple. We use 
the standard terminologies and the terms not defi
3]. A proper coloring of a graph is an assignment of colors to the vertices such 
that adjacent vertices receive different colors. The minimum number of colors 
required for such a coloring is called the chromatic number of
by ).(Gχ  In other words, a coloring is an assignment of non negative integers to 
the vertices of G such that adjacent
A ),( khL labeling [4] is an assignment of non negative integers to the vertices 
of G such that adjacent vertices are labelled using colors at least 
vertices having a common neighbour are labelled using colors at least 
Most of the work in literature deals with the definition of 
kh ≥ [5-11]. The ),( khL
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( , ),G V E an open 
G
 is a mapping : ( ) ,f V G Z +→ such that 
, ( ),u v N w ( ) ( ).f u f v≠
 The maximum value of 
 coloring .f  
over all the open neighborhood colorings f is called 
,G denoted by ( ).
onc
Gχ
 In this 
 graph 
( , )GP n k for 3n ≥ and 1.k =  
; neighbor; open neighborhood; prism.  
ned here may be found in [1
 the graph denoted 
 vertices receive different labels. 
h apart, and 
k apart. 
),( khL
 labeling with 
labeling problem is studied mainly to avoid hidden 
 
.4 
, 
 
-
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terminal interference in multihop radio networks in [12] and for code 
assignment in computer networks in [13]. 
The concept of open neighbourhood coloring was introduced by Geetha. K.N., 
et al. [14] and is akin to the definition of ),( khL labeling with 0=h and 1=k   
[15]. It is defined as a coloring ,: +→ ZVf such that for each Vw∈ and 
),(, wNvu ∈∀ ).()( vfuf ≠
 The maximum value of ),(wf )(GVw∈∀ is called 
the span of the open neighborhood coloring .f  The minimum span of f over 
all the open neighbourhood colourings f is called open neighbourhood chro-
matic number of ,G denoted by ).(Goncχ The example shown in the Figures 1, 
2 and 3 below clearly indicate the difference between proper coloring, )1,0(L  
labeling and open neighborhood coloring of a graph G . 
                                      
                                                                                      
 
 
                                                                
           
                                                                                                      
 
 
                                          
Figure 1 Proper coloring of a graph G . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2 )1,0(L labeling of a graph G . 
 
                                                                                                    
                                                              
              
 
 
                                                 
                      
     
Figure 3 Open neighborhood coloring of a graph G  
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The open neighborhood chromatic number of certain standard graphs like path, 
cycle, trees, complete bipartite graph and the triangular lattice, which is an 
infinite graph has been computed in [14]. In this paper we find the open 
neighborhood chromatic number of prism graph, a particular case of generalized 
Petersen graph ).,( knGP  
The generalized Petersen graph denoted ),( knGP where 3≥n  is a graph with 
vertex set { }1 2 1 2, , ..... , , , .....,n nu u u v v v  and edge set 1{ , , :i i i i i i ku u u v v v+ +  
1,...., }i n=  where subscripts are under modulo n and 2 .nk <  The vertices 
{ }nuuu .....,, 21
 
are called the inner polygon vertices and the vertices 
{ }nvvv .....,,, 21  are called the outer polygon vertices. In particular, if ,1=k the 
generalized Petersen graph becomes )1,(nGP which is isomorphic to the 
Cartesian product of nC  with nP  called as the prism graph as shown in Figure 
4. 
                                                                                                                      
                                    
                                                                                       
                                                                                                
                                                                                                 
                                                                   
                 
 
                                                                               
         
                                                                        
          
                                                                    
                 
     
                              
Figure 4 The prism GP(n,1). 
2 Some Preliminary Results  
In this section we state some of the preliminary results on open neighborhood 
coloring from [14]. 
Theorem 2.1.  Let f be open neighborhood coloring of ),( EVG  with span      
( )f
 = ).(Goncχ  If vu,  are the end vertices of a path of length 2 in G then 
).()( vfuf ≠
  
 
 
Theorem 2.2. For any graph  ( , ),G V E ( ) ( ).onc G Gχ ≥ ∆  
un-1 
vn-1 
vn 
un 
u1 
v1 u2 
v2 v3 
u3 
u4 
v4 
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Theorem 2.3. If  H
 
is a connected subgraph of ,G  then ).()( GH onconc χχ ≤
 
Theorem 2.4. The open neighborhood chromatic number of a connected graph 
G
 is one if and only if .21 KorKG ≅  
3 Open Neighborhood Coloring of Prisms   
Observation 3.1. In the prism graph, it is obvious that, the vertices that are 
connected to any vertex ,iu ,1 ni ≤≤  by a path of length two are 2 1,i iu v± ±  
where the suffix is under modulo .n  Similarly, the vertices that are connected 
to any vertex ,iv ,1 ni ≤≤ by a path of length two are 2 1,i iv u± ± where the suffix 
is under modulo .n
 
We now define a 3P - independent set as follows: 
Definition 3.2. A subset S of )(GV such that no two vertices of S are end 
vertices of a path of a length two in G  is called a 3P - independent set of .G  
Lemma 3.3. Let ),1,(nGP  where 3≥n
 
be any prism. For each 20, ≤≤ kk
define the set { }.)3(mod/, kivuS iik ≡=   Then each set ,kS is a 3P - 
independent set if and only if ( ).3mod0≡n  
Proof. Let ( ).3mod0≡n  Now, { }.)3(mod0/,0 ≡= ivuS ii
 
Also 
( )3mod0≡i
 
implies ( )3mod21,2 ≡−+ ii
 
and ( ).3mod12,1 ≡−+ ii  
Therefore, .,,, 01212 Suvvu iiii ∉±±±± Hence by observation 3.1, 0S is a 3P - 
independent set. Similarly it can be proved that 1S  and 2S are 3P -independent 
sets. 
We prove the converse in two cases. 
Case (1). Suppose ( ).3mod1≡n Then .,,, 111 Svuvu nn ∈ But nu and 1v  are 
end vertices of a path of length two and hence 1S fails to be a 3P - independent 
set, a contradiction. 
Case (2). Suppose ( ).3mod2≡n
 
Then .,,, 222 Svuvu nn ∈ But nu and 2u  
are the end vertices of a path of length two and hence 2S fails to be a 3P - 
independent set, a contradiction. 
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Hence the result 
Lemma 3.4. Let )1,(nGPS ⊂  be any 3P –independent set of ),1,(nGP
 
where
.3≥n
 For each ,20, ≤≤ kk if Su i ∈ where )3(modki ≡ then for every
,
,
Svu jj ∈ we must have ).3(modkj ≡
  
Proof. We now prove the case of .0=k   
Let ,Sui ∈
 
where  ).3(mod0≡i   Now, as S  is a 3P - independent set, by 
observation 3.1, ., 12 Svu ii ∉±± Also )3(mod21,2)3(mod0 ≡−+⇒≡ iii and 
.)3(mod12,1 ≡−+ ii
 
Therefore, Svu jj ∉,  if .)3(mod2,1≡j  Hence S
contains only vertices of the form jj vu ,  where .)3(mod0≡j
  
The cases of 1=k  and 2=k  follow similarly. 
Theorem 3.5. For the prism graph ),1,(nGP with  ,3≥n   
 
3, 0 (mod 3),
( )
4, .onc
if n
G
otherwise
χ
≡
=



 
Proof.
 
We prove the theorem in three cases. 
Case (1).
  
)3(mod0≡n
 
By Theorem 2.2, .3)( ≥Goncχ  We now show that .3)( =Goncχ  In this case, the 
vertex set of
 
),1,(nGP
 
can be partitioned into three 3P - independent sets 
namely 10 , SS  and 2S  as defined in Lemma 3.3. A single color can be assigned 
to all vertices in each of the sets and hence 3)( =Goncχ for
 
).3(mod0≡n
 
We now show that three colors are not sufficient in the next two cases and 
hence at least four colors are necessary for an open neighborhood coloring of 
the prism. 
Case (2). .)3(mod1≡n
 
For each ,20, ≤≤ kk let { })3(mod/, kivuS iik ≡=
 
where 11 −≤≤ ni  be 
three 3P - independent sets of ),1,(nGP  constructed as mentioned in Lemma 
3.4. Then, by Lemma 3.3, for each ,20, ≤≤ kk .
,
Svu nn ∉  For each 
,20, ≤≤ kk we may assign a single color to all the vertices of .kS  Now 
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vertices nu  and nv  are not assigned any color and hence at least one more color 
is required.  
We now show that four colors are sufficient for an open neighborhood coloring 
of the prism for .)3(mod1≡n  
Define the labeling +→ ZGVf )(: as  
 







=
≡
≡
≡
==
.,4
),3(mod0,3
),3(mod2,2
),3(mod1,1
)()(
niif
iif
iif
iif
ufvf ii
 
We first consider the vertices of the inner polygon. 
For all { },,,)(,22, 11 iiii vuuuNnii +−=−≤≤  where the suffix is under 
modulo .n   
If )3(mod1≡i  then 2)(,3)( 11 == +− ii ufuf and .1)( =ivf
 
If )3(mod2≡i  then 3)(,1)( 11 == +− ii ufuf and .2)( =ivf
 
If )3(mod0≡i  then 1)(,2)( 11 == +− ii ufuf and .3)( =ivf
 
Hence for all ).()()(,22, 11 iii vfufufnii ≠≠−≤≤ +−  
We now consider the vertices of the outer polygon. 
For all { },,,)(,22, 11 iiii uvvvNnii +−=−≤≤  where the suffix is under 
modulo .n   
If )3(mod1≡i  then 2)(,3)( 11 == +− ii vfvf and .1)( =iuf
 
If )3(mod2≡i  then 3)(,1)( 11 == +− ii vfvf and .2)( =iuf
 
If )3(mod0≡i  then 1)(,2)( 11 == +− ii vfvf and .3)( =iuf
 
Hence for all ).()()(,22, 11 iii ufvfvfnii ≠≠−≤≤ +−  
For ,1,,1 −= nni we make the following observations: 
1. When ,1=i { },,,)( 121 vuuuN n=  suffix is under modulo n  and from 
the definition of ,f  we observe that .1)(,4)(,2)( 12 === vfufuf n  Thus 
).()()( 12 vfufuf n ≠≠  
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2. When ,1=i { },,,)( 121 uvvvN n=  suffix is under modulo n  and it can be 
observed that .4)(,2)(,1)( 21 === nvfvfuf
 
Thus 1 2( ) ( )f v f v≠ ≠
( ).
n
f v  
3. When ,1−= ni { },,,)( 211 −−− = nnnn uuvuN  suffix is under modulo n  
and we have 1 2( ) 3, ( ) 4, ( ) 2.n n nf v f u f u− −= = =
 
Thus 1( )nf v − ≠
1( ) ( ).n nf u f u− ≠  
4. When ,1−= ni { },,,)( 221 −−− = nnnn vvuvN  suffix is under modulo n  
and it can be observed  that .2)(,4)(,3)( 21 === −− nnn vfvfuf  Thus 
1 2( ) ( ) ( ).n n nf u f v f v− −≠ ≠  
5. When ,ni = { },,,)( 11 nnn vuuuN −=  suffix is under modulo n  and it can 
be observed that .4)(,3)(,1)( 11 === − nn vfufuf Thus 1 1( ) ( )nf u f u −≠
( ).
n
f v≠
 
6. When ,ni = { },,,)( 11 nnn uvvvN −=  suffix is under modulo n  and also 
observe  that .4)(,1)(,3)( 11 ===− nn ufvfvf  Thus 1 1( ) ( )nf v f v− ≠ ≠
( ).
n
f u
 
This proves that f is indeed an open neighborhood coloring and hence 
4)( =Goncχ  for  .)3(mod1≡n  
Case (3). .)3(mod2≡n  
 
For each ,20, ≤≤ kk let { })3(mod/, kivuS iik ≡= where 21 −≤≤ ni be 
three 3P - independent sets of ),1,(nGP  constructed as mentioned in Lemma 
3.4. Then, by lemma 3.3, for each ,20, ≤≤ kk .,,1,1 knnnn Svuvu ∉−−  For 
each ,20, ≤≤ kk we may assign a single color to all the vertices of .kS  Now 
vertices nnnn vuvu ,, 11 −−  are not assigned any color and hence at least one more 
color is required.  
 
We now show that four colors are sufficient for an open neighborhood coloring 
of the prism in this case by considering three subcases. 
Subcase (i). )4(mod2,0≡n  
Define the labeling +→ ZGVf )(: as: 
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For all , 1 1,
2
n
i i≤ ≤ −
 
 
1, 1(mod 3),
( ) ( ) 2, 2 (mod 3),
3, 0 (mod 3).
i i
if i
f v f u if i
if i
≡
= = ≡
≡





 
for all 11
2
, −≤≤+ nini
 
 
1, 2 (mod 3),
( ) ( ) 2, 0 (mod 3),
3, 1(mod 3).
i i
if i
f v f u if i
if i
≡
= = ≡
≡





 
and 
  2 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 4.n n n nf u f v f u f v= = = =  
We first consider the vertices in the inner polygon. 
For all { },,,)(,222, 11 iiii vuuuN
nii +−=−≤≤  where the suffix is under 
modulo .n   
If )3(mod1≡i  then 2)(,3)( 11 == +− ii ufuf and .1)( =ivf
 
If )3(mod2≡i  then 3)(,1)( 11 == +− ii ufuf and .2)( =ivf
 
If )3(mod0≡i  then 1)(,2)( 11 == +− ii ufuf and .3)( =ivf
 
Hence for all ).()()(,222, 11 iii vfufuf
nii ≠≠−≤≤ +−
 
For all { },,,)(,22
2
, 11 iiii vuuuNni
ni +−=−≤≤+  where the suffix is 
under modulo .n   
If )3(mod1≡i  then 2)(,3)( 11 == +− ii ufuf and .1)( =ivf
 
If )3(mod2≡i  then 3)(,1)( 11 == +− ii ufuf and .2)( =ivf
 
If )3(mod0≡i  then 1)(,2)( 11 == +− ii ufuf and .3)( =ivf
 
Hence for all ).()()(,222, 11 iii vfufufni
ni ≠≠−≤≤+ +−  
We next consider the vertices in the outer polygon. 
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For all { },,,)(,222, 11 iiii uvvvN
nii +−=−≤≤  where the suffix is under 
modulo .n   
If )3(mod1≡i  then 2)(,3)( 11 == +− ii vfvf and .1)( =iuf
 
If )3(mod2≡i  then 3)(,1)( 11 == +− ii vfvf and .2)( =iuf
 
If )3(mod0≡i  then 1)(,2)( 11 == +− ii vfvf and .3)( =iuf
 
Hence for all ).()()(,222, 11 iii ufvfvf
nii ≠≠−≤≤ +−
 
Also, for all { },,,)(,22
2
, 11 iiii uvvvNni
ni +−=−≤≤+  where the suffix 
is under modulo .n   
If )3(mod1≡i  then 2)(,3)( 11 == +− ii vfvf and .1)( =iuf
 
If )3(mod2≡i  then 3)(,1)( 11 == +− ii vfvf and .2)( =iuf
 
If )3(mod0≡i  then 1)(,2)( 11 == +− ii vfvf and .3)( =iuf
 
Hence for all ).()()(,222, 11 iii ufvfvfni
ni ≠≠−≤≤+ +−  
Further for ,12
,1
2
,
2
,1,,1 −+−= nnnnni we make the following observations: 
1. When ,1=i { },,,)( 121 vuuuN n=  suffix is under modulo n  and from the 
definition of ,f  we observe that .1)(,4)(,2)( 12 === vfufuf n   Thus 
).()()( 12 vfufuf n ≠≠  
2. When ,1=i { },,,)( 121 uvvvN n=  suffix is under modulo n  and it can be 
observed that .4)(,2)(,1)( 21 === nvfvfuf
 
Thus 1 2( ) ( )f v f v≠
( ).
n
f v≠
 
3. When ,1−= ni { },,,)( 211 −−− = nnnn uuvuN  suffix is under modulo n  
and we have .2)(,4)(,3)( 21 === −− nnn ufufvf Thus 1( )nf v − ≠
1( ) ( ).n nf u f u− ≠  
4. When ,1−= ni { },,,)( 221 −−− = nnnn vvuvN  suffix is under modulo n  
and it can be observed  that .2)(,4)(,3)( 21 === −− nnn vfvfuf  Thus 
).()()( 21 −− ≠≠ nnn vfvfuf  
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5. When ,ni = { },,,)( 11 nnn vuuuN −=  suffix is under modulo n  and it can 
be observed  that .4)(,3)(,1)( 11 === − nn vfufuf Thus 1( )f u ≠
1( ) ( ).n nf u f v− ≠  
6. When ,ni = { },,,)( 11 nnn uvvvN −=  suffix is under modulo n  and also 
observe that .4)(,1)(,3)( 11 ===− nn ufvfvf
 
Thus 1 1( ) ( )nf v f v− ≠
( ).
n
f u≠  
7. When ,1
2
−=
ni ,,,)( 1222212 




=
−−−
nnnn vuuuN  suffix is under 
modulo n  and from the definition of ,f  we observe that 
22
( ) 2,nf u
−
=
12 2
( ) 4, ( ) 3.
n n
f u f v
−
= =
 
Thus 
22 2
( ) ( )
n n
f u f u
−
≠ ≠
2
( ).
n
f v  
8. When ,1
2
−=
ni ,,,)( 1222212 




=
−−−
nnnn uvvvN  suffix is under 
modulo n  and from the definition of ,f  we observe that 
22
( ) 2,
n
f v
−
=
12 2
( ) 4, ( ) 3.
n n
f v f u
−
= =
 
Thus 
22 2 2
( ) ( ) ( ).
n n n
f v f v f u
−
≠ ≠
 
 
9. When ,
2
ni = ,,,)(
212122 





=
+− nnnn
vuuuN
 suffix is under modulo n  
and from the definition of ,f  we observe that 
12
( ) 3,
n
f u
−
=
12 2
( ) 1, ( ) 4.
n n
f u f v
+
= =  Thus 
1 12 2
( ) ( )
n n
f u f u
− +
≠
2
( ).
n
f v≠  
10. When ,
2
ni = ,,,)(
212122 





=
+− nnnn
uvvvN
 suffix is under modulo n  
and from the definition of ,f  we observe that 
12
( ) 3,
n
f v
−
=  
12 2
( ) 1, ( ) 4.
n n
f v f u
+
= =
 
Thus 
1 12 2 2
( ) ( ) ( ).
n n n
f v f v f u
− +
≠ ≠
 
 
11. When ,1
2
+=
ni ,,,)( 1222212 




=
+++ nnnn
vuuuN
 suffix is under 
modulo n  and from the definition of ,f  we observe that 
22
( ) 2,
n
f u
+
=
12 2
( ) 4, ( ) 1.
n n
f u f v
+
= =
 
Thus 
2 12 2 2
( ) ( ) ( ).
n n n
f u f u f v
+ +
≠ ≠
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12. When ,1
2
+=
ni ,,,)( 1222212 




=
+++ nnnn
uvvvN
 suffix is under 
modulo n  and from the definition of ,f  we observe that 
22
( ) 2,
n
f v
+
=
12 2
( ) 4, ( ) 1.n nf v f u += =  Thus 2 12 2 2( ) ( ) ( ).n n nf v f v f u+ +≠ ≠  
This proves that is f indeed an open neighborhood coloring and hence 
4)( =Goncχ  for  )3(mod2≡n
 
and  ).4(mod2,0≡n  
  
Subcase (ii). )4(mod1≡n  
Define the labeling +→ ZGVf )(: as: 
For all , 1
2
n
i i≤ ≤    
 as 
 





≡
≡
≡
==
).3(mod0,3
),3(mod2,2
),3(mod1,1
)()(
iif
iif
iif
ufvf ii
 
for all 12
2
, −≤≤+





nini
 
 





≡
≡
≡
==
).3(mod1,3
),3(mod0,2
),3(mod2,1
)()(
iif
iif
iif
ufvf ii
 
and
 
 
.4)()()()(
1
2
1
2
====
+





+




 nnnn
vfufvfuf
 
We first consider the vertices in the inner polygon. 
For all { },,,)(,2
2
2, 11 iiii vuuuN
nii +−=−




≤≤
 where the suffix is 
under modulo .n   
If )3(mod1≡i  then 2)(,3)( 11 == +− ii ufuf and .1)( =ivf
 
If )3(mod2≡i  then 3)(,1)( 11 == +− ii ufuf and .2)( =ivf
 
If )3(mod0≡i  then 1)(,2)( 11 == +− ii ufuf and .3)( =ivf
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Hence for all ).()()(,222, 11 iii vfufuf
nii ≠≠−≤≤ +−
 
For all { },,,)(,22
2
, 11 iiii vuuuNni
ni +−=−≤≤+





 where the suffix is 
under modulo .n   
If )3(mod1≡i  then 1)(,2)( 11 == +− ii ufuf and .3)( =ivf
 
If )3(mod2≡i  then 2)(,3)( 11 == +− ii ufuf and .1)( =ivf
 
If )3(mod0≡i  then 3)(,1)( 11 == +− ii ufuf and .2)( =ivf
 
Hence for all ).()()(,212, 11 iii vfufufni
ni ≠≠−≤≤+ +−  
We next consider the vertices in the outer polygon. 
For all { },,,)(,2
2
2, 11 iiii uvvvN
nii +−=−




≤≤
 where the suffix is 
under modulo .n   
If )3(mod1≡i  then 2)(,3)( 11 == +− ii vfvf and .1)( =iuf
 
If )3(mod2≡i  then 3)(,1)( 11 == +− ii vfvf and .2)( =iuf
 
If )3(mod0≡i  then 1)(,2)( 11 == +− ii vfvf and .3)( =iuf
 
Hence for all ).()()(,222, 11 iii ufvfvf
nii ≠≠−




≤≤ +−
 
Also, for all { },,,)(,22
2
, 11 iiii uvvvNni
ni +−=−≤≤+





 where the 
suffix is under modulo .n   
If )3(mod1≡i  then 1)(,2)( 11 == +− ii vfvf and .3)( =iuf
 
If )3(mod2≡i  then 3)(,1)( 11 == +− ii vfvf and .2)( =iuf
 
If )3(mod0≡i  then 3)(,1)( 11 == +− ii vfvf and .2)( =iuf
 
Hence for all ).()()(,21
2
, 11 iii ufvfvfni
ni ≠≠−≤≤+ +−  
Further for ,1
2
,2
2
,
2
,1,,1 +





+











−=
nnn
nni we make the following 
observations: 
1. When ,1=i { },,,)( 121 vuuuN n=  suffix is under modulo n  and from the 
definition of ,f  we observe that .1)(,4)(,2)( 12 === vfufuf n  Thus 
).()()( 12 vfufuf n ≠≠  
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2. When ,1=i { },,,)( 121 uvvvN n=  suffix is under modulo n  and it can be 
observed that .4)(,2)(,1)( 21 === nvfvfuf  Thus 1 2( ) ( )f v f v≠ ≠
 
( ).
n
f v
 
3. When ,1−= ni { },,,)( 211 −−− = nnnn uuvuN  suffix is under modulo n  
and we have .2)(,4)(,3)( 21 === −− nnn ufufvf
 
Thus 1( )nf v − ≠
1( ) ( ).n nf u f u− ≠  
4. When ,1−= ni { },,,)( 211 −−− = nnnn vvuvN  suffix is under modulo n  
and it can be observed  that .2)(,4)(,3)( 21 === −− nnn vfvfuf  Thus 
).()()( 21 −− ≠≠ nnn vfvfuf  
5. When ,ni = { },,,)( 11 nnn vuuuN −=  suffix is under modulo n  and it can 
be observed  that .4)(,3)(,1)( 11 === − nn vfufuf  Thus 1( )f u ≠
1( ) ( ).n nf u f v− ≠  
6. When ,ni = { },,,)( 11 nnn uvvvN −=  suffix is under modulo n  and also 
observe  that .4)(,1)(,3)( 11 ===− nn ufvfvf  Thus 1 1( ) ( )nf v f v− ≠
( ).
n
f u≠
 
7. When ,
2 




=
ni
1 1
2 2 2 2
( ) , , ,
n n n n
N u u u v
− +
       
              
=
  
 
  
 suffix is under 
modulo n  and from the definition of ,f  we observe that 
.3)(,4)(,2)(
2
1
2
1
2
===






+





−




 nnn
vfufuf
 Thus 
1 1
2 2
( ) ( )
n n
f u f u
− −
   
      
≠
2
( ).
n
f v
 
 
 
≠  
8. When ,
2 




=
ni ,,,)(
2
1
222 







=






+
















 nnnn
uvvvN
 suffix is under 
modulo n  and from the definition of ,f  we observe that 
.3)(,4)(,2)(
1
2
1
2
1
2
===
−





+





−




 nnn
ufvfvf Thus 
1 1
2 2
( ) ( )
n n
f v f v
− −
   
      
≠
1
2
( ).
n
f u
+
 
  
≠  
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9. When ,1
2
+





=
ni ,,,)(
1
2
2
22
1
2 







=
+





+











+




 nnnn
vuuuN
 suffix is 
under modulo n  and from the definition of ,f  we observe that 
.4)(,1)(,3)(
1
2
2
22
===
+





+










 nnn
vfufuf
 Thus 
2
2 2
( ) ( )
n n
f u f u
+
   
      
≠
1
2
( ).
n
f v
 
+  
≠  
10. When ,1
2
+





=
ni ,,,)(
1
2
2
22
1
2 







=
+





+











+




 nnnn
uvvvN
 suffix is under 
modulo n  and from the definition of ,f  we observe that 
.4)(,1)(,3)(
1
2
2
22
===
+





+










 nnn
ufvfvf
 Thus 
2
2 2
( ) ( )
n n
f v f v
+
   
      
≠
2
( ).
n
f u
 
 
 
≠  
11. When ,22
+





=
ni ,,,)(
2
2
1
2
3
2
2
2 







=
+





+





+





+




 nnnn
vuuuN
 suffix is 
under modulo n  and from the definition of ,f  we observe that 
.1)(,4)(,2)(
2
2
1
2
3
2
===
+





+





+




 nnn
vfufuf Thus
3 1
2 2
( ) ( )
n n
f u f u
+ +
   
      
≠
 
2
2
( ).
n
f v
 
+ 
 
≠  
12. When ,2
2
+





=
ni ,,,)(
2
2
1
2
3
2
2
2 







=
+





+





+





+




 nnnn
uvvvN
 suffix is 
under modulo n  and from the definition of ,f  we observe that 
3 1 2
2 2 2
( ) 2, ( ) 4, ( ) 1.
n n n
f v f v f u
+ + +
     
          
= = =
 
Thus 
3
2
( )
n
f v
+
 
  
≠
 
1 2
2 2
( ) ( ).
n n
f v f u
+ +
   
      
≠  
This proves that is f indeed an open neighborhood coloring and hence 
4)( =Goncχ  for  )3(mod2≡n
 
and  ).4(mod1≡n
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Subcase (iii): ).4(mod3≡n  
Define the labeling +→ ZGVf )(: as  
 







≡
≡
≡
≡
==
)4(mod0,4
),4(mod3,3
),4(mod2,2
),4(mod1,1
)()(
iif
iif
iif
iif
ufvf ii
 
We first consider the vertices of the inner polygon. 
For all { },,,)(,22, 11 iiii vuuuNnii +−=−≤≤  where the suffix is under 
modulo .n   
If )4(mod1≡i  then 2)(,4)( 11 == +− ii ufuf and .1)( =ivf
 
If )4(mod2≡i  then 3)(,1)( 11 == +− ii ufuf and .2)( =ivf
 
If )4(mod3≡i  then 4)(,2)( 11 == +− ii ufuf and .3)( =ivf
 
If )4(mod0≡i  then 1)(,3)( 11 == +− ii ufuf and .4)( =ivf
 
Hence for all ).()()(,12, 11 iii vfufufnii ≠≠−≤≤ +−  
We now consider the vertices of the outer polygon. 
For all { },,,)(,22, 11 iiii uvvvNnii +−=−≤≤  where the suffix is under 
modulo .n   
If )4(mod1≡i  then 2)(,4)( 11 == +− ii vfvf and .1)( =iuf
 
If )4(mod2≡i  then 3)(,1)( 11 == +− ii vfvf and .2)( =iuf
 
If )4(mod3≡i  then 4)(,2)( 11 == +− ii vfvf and .3)( =iuf
 
If )4(mod0≡i  then 1)(,3)( 11 == +− ii vfvf and .4)( =iuf
 
Hence for all ).()()(,22, 11 iii ufvfvfnii ≠≠−≤≤ +−  
Further ,1,,1 −= nni we make the following observations: 
1. When ,1=i { },,,)( 121 vuuuN n=  suffix is under modulo n  and from the 
definition of ,f  we observe that ,3)(,2)( 2 == nufuf (since 3(mod 4)n ≡ ), 
.1)( 1 =vf  Thus ).()()( 12 vfufuf n ≠≠  
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2. When ,1=i { },,,)( 121 uvvvN n=  suffix is under modulo n  and it can be 
observed that .3)(,2)(,1)( 21 === nvfvfuf  Thus 1 2( ) ( )f v f v≠ ≠
( ).
n
f v
 
3. When ,1−= ni { },,,)( 211 −−− = nnnn uuvuN  suffix is under modulo n  
and we have .1)(,3)(,2)( 21 === −− nnn ufufvf  Thus 1( )nf v − ≠
1( ) ( ).n nf u f u− ≠  
4. When ,1−= ni { },,,)( 211 −−− = nnnn vvuvN  suffix is under modulo n  and 
it can be observed  that .1)(,3)(,2)( 21 === −− nnn vfvfuf  Thus 
1 2( ) ( ) ( ).n n nf u f v f v− −≠ ≠  
5. When ,ni = { },,,)( 11 nnn vuuuN −=  suffix is under modulo n  and it can 
be observed  that .3)(,2)(,1)( 11 === − nn vfufuf  Thus 1( )f u ≠
1( ) ( ).n nf u f v− ≠  
6. When ,ni = { },,,)( 11 nnn uvvvN −=  suffix is under modulo n  and also 
observe  that .3)(,1)(,2)( 11 ===− nn ufvfvf  Thus 1 1( ) ( )nf v f v− ≠
( ).
n
f u≠  
 
This proves that f is indeed an open neighborhood coloring and hence 
4)( =Goncχ  for )3(mod2≡n and ).4(mod3≡n
 
Hence the theorem. 
4 Conclusions 
The open neighborhood coloring of some standard graphs like paths, cycles, 
trees, complete bipartite graph, triangular lattice has been determined in [4]. In 
this paper we have determined the open neighborhood coloring of the prism 
graph which is a particular case of the generalized Petersen’s graph.  The 
problem of determining the open neighborhood coloring of the generalized 
Petersen’s graph is an open problem and we are working towards it. We are also 
working towards finding an upper bound for the open neighborhood chromatic 
number of any graph in terms of its maximum degree. 
5 Open Problems 
1. Determine the open neighborhood chromatic number of Generalized 
Petersen graph ).1,(nGP  
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2. Determine the open neighborhood chromatic number of the Cartesian 
product of two graphs 1G and .2G  
3. Determine the open neighborhood chromatic number of the Strong product 
of two graphs 1G and .2G  
4. Determine the open neighborhood chromatic number of the Power of a 
graph ,kG where k
 
is a positive integer. 
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